being done,   executed,   or effected."     5 FMSHRC at  1907,   citing American Textile
Mfrs.   lust,   v,   Donovan,   452 U.S.   490,  508-509   (1981).     We   also  held  that  "the
determination of whether use of  an engineering control   to   reduce a miner's
exposure   to  excessive noise  is  capable of beiag done  involves  consideration of
both  technological and economic achievability."     Id.     Thus,   we  established  in
Callanan that:
[I]n order  to establish his  case  the Secretary  must
provide;   (1)   sufficient  credible  evidence  of   a   miner's
exposure   to noise  levels  in excess of   the  limits
specified  in  the standard;   (2)   sufficient  credible
evidence of a  technologically achievable  engineering
control  that  could  be  applied  to  the noise   source;
(3)   sufficient  credible  evidence  of  the   reduction in
the noise  level  that would be obtained   through   imple-
mentation of   the engineering control;   (4)   sufficient
credible evidence  supporting a  reasoned  estimate   of  the
expected economic costs  of   the  implementation  of   the
control;   and   (5)  a   reasoned  demonstration   that,   in  view
of elements  1  through  4 above,   the costs  of   the  control
are not wholly out  of   proportion   to   the  expected   benefits.
After  the  Secretary has established each  of   the above
elements,   the operator in  rebuttal may  refute  any of   the
components  of   the  Secretary's  case.
5   FMSHRC at  1909.
In   this  case,   the administrative  law judge appropriately  placed   the burden
of  proof  on  the  Secretary.     Additionally,   the   first  element of  establishing a
violation,   credible   proof of  over-exposure   to noise,   was  uncontroverted.     The
second  element  concerns  proof  of  the  technological  achievability of   the   proposed
engineering control.     Smith,   in essence,   argues   that  MSHA itself did not know
precisely  what  engineering controls would  be sufficient   to   abate  the violation.
Smith contends   that   the Secretary utilized  a "trial  and   error"  approach   in
determining which engineering controls  would abate   the   citation.     Whatever   the
possible merits  of  Smith's  "trial and error" objection   to   proof of a violation
of  the noise  standard,   on  the facts  of   this  case we   find   the  argument
unpersuasive.     The Secretary  presented credible  evidence   that   the excessive
noise  levels  resulted   from  the  fact  that   the operator's   cata was not segregated
sufficiently   from   the engine  compartment and other  noise  sources.     The  noise
controls  proposed by the  Secretary are  all  basic  and   uncomplicated,   and  involve
no complicated studies  or  experimental   technology.       Rather,   several  self-evident,
readily available controls  were  suggested.     In our   view,   the  Secretary  presented
sufficient   credible  evidence  establishing  several   technologically achievable
engineering controls   that could  have  been  applied   to   Smith's  equipment.
The  third  element of  proof  concerns   the  reduction   in  noise   level   that
would  be attained   if   the proposed  controls  were  implemented.     We  conclude   that
the Secretary  presented sufficient  credible  evidence   in   this   regard.     The
inspector   testified   that he had   experience with  abatement  of  noise violations
involving similar diesel  shovels,   using  engineering  controls   such as  those
recommended  in  this  czise.     Although   the   inspector  did   not   predict  the  exact
amount of  noise  reduction achievable   from each  proposed   control,   based  on his
past  experience  he  indicated   that  each  control would   reduce   the noise  level
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